**RULES**

01 The GSA Starter Deck

You are a busy geneticist working on multiple research projects using model organisms. At the end of the day, you want to complete as many projects as possible. Projects can be completed by collaborating with other scientists or by working independently. Let the science and games begin!

**Objective**

The objective of the game is to obtain as many points as possible. The player with the most points at the end of the game is the winner. Points are gained by completing Project Cards. In order to complete a Project Card, the appropriate combination of Resource Cards must be collected. Points from any uncompleted Project Cards are subtracted from your total score at the end of the game.

Note that this deck also has a few blank cards for you to create and add your own research DIY Project Cards and/or your own DIY Modifier Cards. If you tweet or Instagram these DIY cards with the hashtag #GSAdeck, we’ll take a look in case there are future expansion ideas!

**The Deck**

This deck contains a total of 74 cards which includes 16 Project Cards and 58 Resource Cards. This game is best for 2 to 5 players.

Note that at the bottom of the Species Cards, there is a cluster of symbols and numbers. This information is provided so that these Species cards can be used in the general PHYLLO game system (see playagine.org). For the GSA game you can ignore these.

**Project Cards**

Players obtain points upon completion of Project Cards. Each Project Card requires a specific combination of Resource Cards which must be assigned to the project in order to be completed. The number of Resource Cards required to complete a project is the number of points collected by the player upon completion. At the end of the game, uncompleted Project Cards result in negative points equal to the point value of the card.

**Set Up**

The Playing Field

There are 4 main card “piles” in the game.

2. Project Card Pile – contains the Project Cards face down.
3. Discard Pile – contains discarded cards face up.
4. Burn Pile – contains face down Resource Cards used to complete Project Cards and used Modifier Cards. Once the Resource Card Pile is completely used, the Burn Pile is shuffled and replenished the new Resource Card Pile.

To start the game, place all the Resource Cards and Project Cards face down in two separate piles between the players. As the game
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04 Modifier Cards: When these cards are played, the described effect is activated immediately unless stated otherwise.
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**Playing**

Each player starts with a hand of two Resource Cards, and one Project Card. Decide who goes first! Every turn consists of three basic phases: A draw phase, an action phase and a discard phase.

1. **Draw**: At the start of their turn, the player draws two cards from the Project Card Pile, the Resource Card Pile or the Discard Pile and in any combination (ex. 2 cards from the Resource Card Pile or 1 card from the Project Card and Resource Card Pile). The player must pick up both cards before looking at either of them. Only the top cards in the Discard Pile can be drawn (i.e. Cannot sort through Discard Pile).
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07 **IV) Collaborate with another scientist.**

Sometimes it may be in the player’s best interest to collaborate on projects with other players. During a collaboration, one Project Card from each player is pushed together so the top of the cards are touching. Resource Cards are placed beside the Project Cards. If both projects in the collaboration require the same Resource Card, only one Resource Card of that type is needed for both projects.

Once the requirements for BOTH projects are completed, each player takes their own Project Card and can claim the associated points for THEIR project at the end of the game (i.e. The players only receive the points for their project in the collaboration and do not share the points for both projects).
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08 **IMPORTANT RULES FOR COLLABORATIONS**

- Both players must agree to the collaboration for a collaboration to happen.
- Collaborations can only be initiated if no more than ONE Resource Card is already attached under each of the projects. (i.e. If you are working on a project and have already put two resource cards on it, you cannot start a collaboration on that project). You may collaborate with as many players as you want, with a maximum of ONE collaboration at a time with each player. For example, if there are 4 players, you may have a maximum of 1 collaboration with each player at a time, for a total of 3.

3. **Discard**: At the end of your turn, you must discard cards from your hand into the Discard Pile face up if your hand size is LARGER than the number of projects you have in progress. For example, if you are working on one project independently and one collaborative project, you can hold two cards at the end of your turn.
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09 **Ending the Game**

When the last Project Card is drawn from the Project Card Pile, the next player to complete a project ends the game. After this player finishes a project, all players get one more turn, then the game ends and players tally up all their points: positive points for completed Project Cards and negative points for unfinished Project Cards left on the field. The player with the most project points wins the game.

For example: Dave completed a 4-point Project, a 2-point Project, and has an unfinished 5-point Project. He gets 4 + 2 - 3 = 3 points at the end of the game.